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Building on the principle, espoused by Sergio Zyman, (The End of
Marketing As We Know It), that marketing is a science, not an art,
Enterprise Marketing Management presents a practical guide for transforming marketing into a scientific discipline that leverages every
resource of the enterprise to drive sales. Providing case studies from
diverse companies and step-by-step methodologies, Sutton and Klein
demonstrate how the discipline of enterprise marketing management
can help marketers take advantage of their company’s investments in
information gathering to make customer relationship management, new
media, and marketing organization design, effective over the long term,
as well as bring an ROI mindset to everything marketing does.

PART I: From Marketing As An Art To Marketing As A
Science

than the customer, and reinventing the business, not just

Sutton and Klein observe that marketers often fail in three signiﬁ-

Sutton and Klein concur with Zyman, who believes that brands

cant ways: (1) They neglect to use customer knowledge to deﬁne

are the enterprise’s most critical value-producing asset and the

a brand’s value proposition. (2) They do not translate this value

only true way of differentiating one’s business from the competition.

proposition into speciﬁc actions, either in traditional media or

However, in order for a brand to do this effectively, it must com-

companywide initiatives, to build an end-to-end brand experience

mnicate its company’s core beliefs and attitudes to target customers

with targeted customers. And, (3) they fall short in building the

so that they know what sets the brand apart from the competition.

necessary customer-facing processes that integrate across key

Thus, marketers must develop a deep understanding of their target

functions such as marketing, sales, service, manufacturing, ﬁnance,

customers, and architect their brands accordingly, if they wish

human resources, information technology, etc., so as to increase

to secure strategic market positions that will drive sustained

the business’s proﬁtability.

proﬁtability for their business. This is the starting point of EMM.

communications.

However, when marketers apply the scientiﬁc method to a tangible
marketing possibility, they observe some aspect of the “universe”
(i.e., their market), invent a theory that is consistent with their
observations, and use the theory to make predictions. Then, they are

“If you’re not applying the scientific method, what

able to use experimentation (e.g., marketing programs or further

you’re really doing is just gambling, nothing more.

observations) to test those predictions and modify the theory

This isn’t to say you won’t hit a few winners along

according to the results. This approach forms the basis of enterprise
marketing management (EMM), which consists of thinking of and
running company brands as businesses, managing brands rather
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the way. But the odds are always against you.”

The brand architecture, which can include emotional,
functional, and physical beneﬁts; product attributes; user
imagery; and a variety of other intangibles, represents the
brand’s structural integrity. It delineates how the brand is
built, how it works, and how its components ﬁt together to
deliver meaningful beneﬁts to the customer. It is grounded
in the science of understanding why customers purchase
and use products, and it provides direction about which
combination of speciﬁc emotional and functional beneﬁts
can generate the greatest amount of customer purchase
intent. Effectively constructing this kind of framework
involves developing a destination statement; conducting a
brand assessment; developing strategic hypotheses; testing,
optimizing, and validating hypotheses; and creating brand
positioning and architecture.
The brand’s destination statement clearly articulates the
following key elements: what business the marketer seeks to
compete in for the long term; to whom the marketer plans
to sell to now and in the future; what customers will receive
that sets the brand apart from alternatives; how customers
will beneﬁt from the product/service; how customers will
think, feel, and act about the brand; and how the business
will beneﬁt as a result. This articulation will provide focus
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for all the other activities required to develop the brand architec-

addressed can be developed. The result will be a detailed strategic

ture.

hypothesis-testing brief that outlines all hypotheses, as well as a
ready-to-ﬁeld testing design and survey questionnaire.

Conducting a brand assessment is necessary because whatever
is done with a brand must ﬂow from current reality. Thus, product characteristics and their key beneﬁts and attributes, business
performance metrics, category insights and trends, competitive data

“Despite how well informed your strategy and

and proﬁles, customer/consumer research and insights, pricing

positioning alternatives may be, you still must

issues and analyses, industry analyses and trends, secondary
research on customer usage and consumption habits, and expert

consider them to be only hypotheses—tentative

interviews and surveys must be evaluated. The result will be a

assumptions made in order to draw out and test

detailed brand situation assessment document that summarizes

their logical or empirical consequences.”

key ﬁndings regarding the market environment and attendant
opportunities, customer/consumer targeting, the value proposition
for the target audience, the competitive analysis, data and insight

Testing, optimizing, and validating hypotheses involve mapping

gaps, and conclusions/indicated actions.

out and projecting the potential power of each hypothesis and
identifying ways to make each stronger via quantitative testing

Based on these conclusions and indicated actions, it is now possible

with target customers. This may include executing analytical

to develop a comprehensive range of brand architecture hypotheses

methodologies such as stated versus derived beneﬁt importance,

concerning product attributes, functional beneﬁts, and emotional

likely purchaser proﬁling, demand-based segmentation, and

beneﬁts that may be most effective in motivating customers to

purchase intent progression. This step should deliver detailed

consume the brand. In addition, research hypotheses on key

electronic tables that summarize all the data gathered and a

targeting variables, usage occasions, competitor brand awareness/

presentation/summary document that details all key ﬁndings

associations, and any other key knowledge gaps that need to be

and implications.
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Using this data, it is now possible to make ﬁnal customer targeting

enterprise, the authors believe that connecting marketing to sales

recommendations, build a strategic positioning statement, and

and ﬁnance will drive the most immediate returns. Companies that

create the architecture for the brand—a detailed schematic diagram

rely on direct selling with a sales force should focus on integrating

of how the key beneﬁts and attributes of a brand work together to

marketing with this function. Because the brand architecture has

convey the overall positioning. Once complete, this schematic

been developed speciﬁcally to drive customer purchase intent,

will become a strategic marketing framework, visible to the entire

the obvious thing for marketing to do is to make this information

organization, that can be used to begin communicating and

accessible to the sales force. The content should conform to the

delivering the identiﬁed customer beneﬁts. It will also act as a

way salespeople sell. It should be organized so that they can easily

metric against which all marketing and sales activities can be

ﬁnd the right content at the right time, based on their needs and

measured and aligned.

the needs of the customer. The format must be composed in such
a way as to be easily and consistently deliverable to every sales rep

Practicing enterprise marketing management not only involves

in every channel. The message should represent the conversation

doing the research necessary for developing the brand architecture,

already taking place with customers, and it should be in alignment

marketers must also reconﬁgure their thinking about how marketing

with customer goals, requirements, and business needs (instead of

should work with sales, ﬁnance, operations, service, HR, etc.—

product-feature functionality). And, it should be formatted in a way

how marketing information ﬂows from marketing to these other

that is useful to customers.

departments and back again. Sutton and Klein note that two
principles hold sway here: One, the beneﬁts described in the brand

Sutton and Klein believe that because EMM requires an analytical

architecture are simply too important to remain exclusively within

approach, much like managing investments, marketing must be

the marketing department. And, two, marketing has to rely on the

rigorously systematic about its spending. Thus, companies that

rest of the company to help it deliver brand beneﬁts and monitor

sell to consumers through a third party may consider integrating

what works and what does not.

marketing with ﬁnance to better track marketing ROI. Considering
that ﬁnancial systems are now part of enterprise resource planning

Although there are many options for plugging marketing into the
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MARKETING

HUMAN
RESOURCE

as performing regular analyses of return on marketing spending. Or, it can be as
complex as integrating marketing’s planning, budgeting, and investing efforts
with ﬁnancial systems so that real-time assessments are always available.
Marketing should also be connected to human resources and to operations.

MUST WORK

Because HR needs help in attracting and retaining the best people to drive

TOGETHER TO PROMOTE

the EMM initiative throughout the organization, marketers must develop

EMM INITIATIVE TO THE

a brand architecture for attracting the best employees as well as the
best customers. And, given the fact that every part of the organization
interacts and communicates with the customer, marketing must
think about every potential touch point. It is up to operations
(which includes manufacturing, service, support, warehousing,
delivery, maintenance, etc.) to deliver on the promise of
the brand once the customer has made a purchase.
If marketing does not connect to operations, this
cannot happen. Thus, marketing must evaluate and
address how the brand’s positioning has been
communicated and engaged throughout
the company, and evaluate participation
in developing ERP, supply chain
management (SCM), and CRM
information systems, and
integrating with them.
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REST THE COMPANY

PART II: From Interactions/Transactions To Sustaining
Brand Preference

customers identify their needs. In this stage, marketers must think
about how to add value to the brand experience by: developing a
strong brand architecture and communicating emotional and

Sutton and Klein note that because marketing professionals seem

functional beneﬁts; integrating with the customer’s supply chain

to be reluctant to embrace technology, they frequently are unable

to make reordering or need identiﬁcation automatic; and providing

to take ownership of the brand experience and evaluate their

partner-oriented selling information to put the broader partner

information- or service-oriented investments on the basis of the

network (i.e., distributors, alliance partners, etc.) to work.

most important criterion—the ability to help their companies sell
more product/services. Thus, they cannot know whether it is more
important to provide their customers’ engineers with access to

“How specifically do you plug marketing into

up-to-date product speciﬁcations or provide customer purchasing

the enterprise? The procedure breaks down into

departments with access to an invoice history. They cannot

two stages: promoting the brand’s benefits and

determine whether to invest in a new CRM system, so that they
can improve customer service’s ability to recognize customers and

integrating marketing into the overall enterprise.”

potentially cross-sell, or create a product marketplace. And, they
cannot decide whether to develop a product comparison tool to help

Once customers have identiﬁed their needs, they will begin to

self-service customers or invest in outbound teleselling capabilities.

evaluate their options so as to determine what to buy. Thus,

Although, in theory, no one approach is better than another, in

marketing must articulate and deliver speciﬁc brand beneﬁts so

practice, all have a deﬁnite measurable impact on the brand

that customers have something to consider other than price:

experience.

Marketers may, based on their brand architecture, continue to
communicate differentiating brand beneﬁts. They may compile

The ﬁrst task in determining the parameters of the brand experience

and provide detailed comparative purchase information that

(which is deﬁned by how the customer purchases and uses a prod-

accompanies product/service information. They may provide

uct/service rather than by how a company is organized) is to help

product/service conﬁguration tools that allow the customer to
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choose or conﬁgure from multiple suppliers. Using the customer’s

Once customers have purchased the product/service, they must use

past purchase history, they may recommend related products/

it. And, and this is where, say Sutton and Klein, most companies

conﬁgurations. Marketers may provide interactive proﬁling tools

drop the ball, for they neglect to provide additional information

for identifying and choosing the correct product/service. And/or,

to customers or remain accessible to them. It is an oversight that

they may build upselling or cross-selling capability for their sales

causes enterprises to lose customers and miss numerous opportuni-

force.

ties to continue selling; to upsell, cross-sell, and sell services; and
to preserve and enhance their reputations. Thus, in this usage stage,

The purchase stage, which includes all of the details of delivery, is

marketing must understand enough about information technology

the moment around which the entire process revolves and the point

to recognize what is possible and to reinforce the idea that

where information and process technology have altered the way the

marketing has ownership of the brand experience. This they can

customer does business. Thus, despite the wide-spread embrace

do by: continuing to communicate brand beneﬁts and positioning;

of Web-based transactions to improve the customer’s access to

providing just-in-time information about the application of the

information, marketing still needs to think about how it can use

product; incorporating product-use learning courses; developing

the purchase, and all the information around the purchase, to

differentiated services to assist in product usage; linking customers

differentiate the company and its brands: It can use the brand

so they can share helpful experiences with each other; monitoring

architecture to differentiate the purchase process and continue

the product to ensure that it remains in perfect condition; and

delivering the brand beneﬁts that drive purchase intent. Marketing

providing ancillary, updated information that drives product value.

can consider how the brand’s beneﬁts and character can be used to
differentiate the product/service from that of the competition. It can
integrate the sale so deeply into the customer’s purchasing process

“If marketing doesn’t own the brand experience

that it becomes as automatic as breathing. And/or, it can differen-

as it relates to service, you’re losing a great

tiate so as to give better products/services to the best customers,

opportunity to differentiate yourself in the

while improving margin overall.
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marketplace and generate higher margins.”

Once customers begin using their purchases, the need for service

Nonetheless, this does not mean that enterprises should just provide

(e.g., everything from repairs to upgrades) often arises, and though

a bunch of undifferentiated offerings and see which ones the

many companies want to spend the least possible amount of time on

customer goes after. Rather, marketing must pursue a targeted,

this kind of support, smart enterprises know that customer contact

focused strategy geared to bringing maximum value to the maximum

in this stage is where they have the greatest chance to make more

number of customers—the key being to offer the right brand

money by selling more. Because service support is where a sustain-

experience to each customer, which requires the creation of a brand

able competitive advantage can be built (i.e., “an unassailable

experience blueprint. While the brand architecture describes the

brand experience that will lead to higher sales and higher margins”),

hierarchy of beneﬁts and attributes that drive the customer to buy,

marketing must own the brand experience as it relates to service or

the blueprint provides a detailed description of precisely how the

run the risk of losing a great opportunity to differentiate the brand

customer is going to experience all the elements of the brand

in the marketplace and generate higher margins.

architecture across every touch point and every element of the
marketing mix.

Sutton and Klein believe that when it comes to leveraging information
technology in this stage of the brand experience, many opportunities

This is about more than just implementing the traditional marketing

exist to provide differentiated service support, including making

mix—it also involves developing a high-level destination for each

product manuals available online (as well as via an 800 number)

element of the brand experience and ensuring that it is well

and routing the most important customers to the most knowledge-

synchronized with the beneﬁts of the brand architecture. In addition,

able support source rather than through a central system. Essentially,

marketing must assess the current brand experience across each

it is about adding value to the brand experience by: using the brand

element; develop hypotheses for improving the experience; focus

architecture as a guide in delivering the support-related beneﬁts

on the achievement of key metrics as a means of validating the

that drive customer purchase intent; building intelligence into

hypotheses; leverage validation to create a brand experience

products so that the company knows when they need service/repair;

blueprint; and create a blueprint release/implementation plan

giving customers access to product-knowledge databases; and/or

based on the relative difﬁculty/value of changes.

delivering automatic product/service updates.
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“Enterprise-wide information systems like ... CRM can be
powerful and drive a strategic advantage only if they provide
a better way to deliver on the promise of your brand.”
The next essential element in EMM involves plugging marketing into

implement the brand experience blueprint for each brand across all

CRM, using the brand experience blueprint, which delineates the

channels, in a manner that reinforces the drivers of differentiation

real business requirements for any CRM-related project. Sutton

and preference. CRM analytics must be enhanced so that data is

and Klein note that the CRM initiatives that generate the greatest

tailored to generate proper context and understanding, which will,

business results are the ones in which companies are not only just

in turn, help improve the brand experience for the customer. And,

using technology to manage the customer interaction in a more

CRM capability must be connected with marketing’s ability to

efﬁcient manner, but also using it to deliver speciﬁc brand beneﬁts.

understand the dynamic nature of consumer trends. Combining

It is about transforming the raw customer usage data that most CRM

these strengths will allow marketers to take control of its dialogue

and ERP systems provide into actionable customer insights about:

with inﬂuential and trendsetting customers and, thereby, gain an

why the sales force is selling or not selling; why customers are

understanding of consumer behaviors that will allow marketing to

buying or not buying; what can be done to attract more customers,

drive purchase intent.

get them to buy more, and convince them to pay more than they
pay to the competition; and what customers and noncustomers are

Once customers have been won over the ﬁrst time, it is always

saying about their experience with the company and the brand.

easier to sell them additional products/services. This is not about
cross-selling, but about activating the customer’s intent to cross-

Thus, if CRM is properly focused and implemented, it can create a

buy, and to accomplish this task, marketers must understand the

sustainable and proﬁtable competitive advantage. This means that

EMM approach of cross-marketing. Sutton and Klein note that while

marketing must tailor and conﬁgure CRM applications so that they

many enterprises have invested in CRM technology and have taken

deliver on the beneﬁts articulated in the brand architecture and also

the critical steps of analyzing customer data, few have thought
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through the strategic brand implications of focusing on customer
retention and relationships. Thus, though they may be able to
cross-sell, they are not cross-marketing. The difference is critical:
Cross-selling is driven by business-unit or sales-rep tactics that
result in the target only seeing individual products that just happen
to be from one ﬁrm. By contrast, cross-marketing is driven by a
consumer-centric marketing strategy that leads the target to see an
overall brand value proposition that happens to be made up of
individual products.
Enterprise marketing management application tools that can help
companies cross-market and, at the same time, help marketers make
better marketing decisions, while decreasing execution costs and
time-to-market, are widely available. For example, the Zyman Marketing Group uses the Return on Marketing Investment (ROMI) model, a
data-rich tool that permits an analysis of the historical performance of
marketing channels. It projects the levels of prospects, lead meetings,
and wins that will be necessary to meet prescribed revenue targets.
And, it develops monthly lead requirements and forecasts to evaluate
progress against business goals. On a broader scale, EMM applications
can aid in the planning, execution, and measurement of marketing
process reengineering activities. With this kind of higher productivity,
marketers will spend less time thinking about lower-level activities and
more time on in-depth analysis, strategic thinking, creative efforts,
and other higher-value activities. Although most companies
understand the value of cross-selling and technological capabilities,
the key is to get them to work together by starting with a deep
understanding of the customer, aligning everyone who speaks with
the customer, and measuring results.
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Another essential aspect of EMM is the use of new media to activate

(e.g., anything from down loading a brochure, when considering

the brand. New media are all the tools of the electronic channel,

a purchase, to enrollment in an email-based service newsletter),

including the Internet, websites, email, instant messaging, online

the blueprint should take new media into account. These out-

services, cell phones, PDAs, etc., that can be used to communicate

comes must be measurable and must include traditional

with and engage current and prospective customers in electronic

ﬁnancial metrics, such as revenue, volume, proﬁt, and cash

conversations at any stage of the brand experience. Sutton and Klein

ﬂow.

believe that using such intimate, ongoing conversations presents an
unparalleled marketing opportunity to manage the brand experience.

3. An evaluation of how new media might be continually

They also note that as the electronic conversation increasingly

integrated so as to segment customers further, by behavior,

becomes the primary interaction with customers, marketing must

and deliver the beneﬁts that will drive purchase intent.

exert itself as the primary owner of that relationship, and in this
way, ensure that all the beneﬁts of the brand are communicated

Making the most of new media means integrating them into literally

clearly, consistently, and compellingly at each touch point and/or

every element of the marketing mix, and ensuring that every element

customer contact. It is an approach that requires the following:

of the mix is be tracked and monitored at all times. “The name of
the game is delivering on customer outcomes and also delivering on

1. The development of a brand architecture that articulates

brand beneﬁts,” which Sutton and Klein believe is almost unthink-

the combination of attributes and beneﬁts that drive purchase

able without new media. However, they also believe that for any new

intent, and a description of the brand’s character/personality

media investment, the overarching consideration must be ROI.

that can help establish the overall tone for marketing execution.
2. A deﬁnition of the elements of the brand experience and the
creation of a brand experience blueprint that takes into account
the multiple channels that a customer might use to interact
with the ﬁrm. When planning for speciﬁ customer outcomes
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PART III: From “Make-centered” Operations To
“Sell-centered” Operations
The authors note that in virtually every industry, businesses
face the same, continuous challenge of “designing and
maintaining effective and efﬁcient business models that
maximize proﬁtability and return on marketing investment
(ROMI).” And, though this quest for the best people,
process, performance measures, and technological capabilities is not a novel endeavor, new economic drivers have
forced the reinvention of business models everywhere.
The globalization of competition, the decreased sustainability of competitive advantages due to technological
innovations, increasing customer demands, the lowering
of traditional barriers to entry, and the increased demand
for demonstrable ROMI are forcing many companies to
reassess their business model designs toward one of two
options: (1) centralizing business activities in order to
improve overall operating efﬁciencies and reduce costs
through improved buying power and scale economies; or
(2) reorganizing business activities around customers to
improve effectiveness of relationships, enhance overall
strategic positioning, and increase revenues. With the EMM
approach, marketing must move in both directions at once.

TopRight, LLC. Copyright 2009.
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“While new media make managing a brand experience possible, you simply can’t leave it to chance
that sales or service or operations will get it right. ... Marketing must play a significant role.”

EMM demands that companies shift from a make-centered business

understand the need to track return on marketing assets (ROMA

model (which is structured around what the enterprise makes) to

[marketing assets are just as important on a balance sheet as

one that is sell-centered. In other words, it must be designed so

traditional assets]), and they do not have a comprehensive set

that it delivers on the brand promise from the customer’s perspective

of marketing investment management tactics. As a result, they

rather than that of the company. All essential activities (i.e, pro-

continue to make the kinds of wrong decisions that erode their

curement, manufacturing, warehousing, shipping, etc.) must focus

company’s value.

on the customer. Thus, the starting point is the brand architecture,
which is the foundation for the brand positioning, and the brand’s

The authors believe that by applying activity-based costing theory,

position, in turn, deﬁnes and guides everything and everyone

a rigorous process for evaluating which marketing activities

associated with the brand. Although a wide variety of organizational

create value can be established. This activity-based marketing

structures can support the delivery of a proﬁtable brand experience,

(ABM) analysis represents a structured methodology to: apply

strategy, as embodied in the brand architecture and brand experience

scientiﬁc discipline as a means of maximizing the return on every

blueprint, will determine which structure is best, how to structure

marketing dollar spent across the enterprise; optimize the perfor-

each function, and how to structure partnership and alliance

mance of each marketing channel, as well as the overall portfolio

relationships beyond the enterprise.

of channels; model what-if investment scenarios; forecast the
number of leads needed per month, per channel, to achieve revenue

According to Sutton and Klein, even in a recession, effective

objectives, and provide a common language and fact base for the

marketing drives customers to businesses more frequently and

marketing and executive teams to make informed decisions.

persuades them to buy more products/services for more money.
Unfortunately, many shortsighted business leaders continue to

When appropriately implemented, ABM brings substantial beneﬁts.

insist that they cannot afford, or do not need, marketing in a slow

It creates an effective road map, based on the expected effectiveness

economy. Viewing marketing as an expense, rather than an invest-

and efﬁciency of each marketing activity, initiative, and/or campaign,

ment, they budget for marketing and fail to develop a marketing

that each business unit can use. It identiﬁes the risks and critical

investment strategy. They are unaware of ROMI, they do not

success factors of each performance target. ABM apprises
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management of the number of leads required to achieve ﬁnancial

customer touch point; developing a proﬁle of the investment

objectives, at each stage of the sales process. And, it aligns

and the ROMI; and developing the nonﬁnancial metrics that are

enterprise marketing and customer strategies with operational

likely leading indicators of marketing return. Finally, they must

investments.

implement the process or system that will let them evaluate the
progress of their many investments, even before they are complete.

After successfully developing a brand architecture that describes

This ﬁnal step is about being prepared to answer the question:

the combination of emotional and functional beneﬁts that drive

“Are we selling more?”

purchase intent, translating these beneﬁts across the entire brand
experience, and developing a brand experience, marketing must still

The authors warn that though it may be tempting to make one

think about where to invest funds to drive sales. Sutton and Klein

marketing investment after another, it is an approach that goes

believe that the bottom line is that marketing must focus only on

against EMM principles. Not only is it important to plan for what

those campaigns and initiatives that make money, and that a

will happen, it is also critical to measure what is happening and

disciplined scientiﬁc approach is the best way of identifying those

learn from it. “What good is a winning market initiative that you’re

areas. However, part of the effectiveness of bringing a scientiﬁc

not able to repeat?”

discipline to the issue lies in applying it from beginning to end and
not waiting to employ ROI metrics after the fact.
Generally speaking, the process of optimizing marketing investments
in this manner should follow the same EMM approach in every
instance. Before even thinking of spending the ﬁrst dollar, marketers
must ensure that the investment is in alignment with the strategy
that it is supposed to support. Then they must identify where in the
brand experience blueprint to make the investment. This involves
creating the marketing investment program—marketing element or

TopRight, LLC. Copyright 2009.
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Remarks

During the past few years, an alarming amount of once stellar companies has
gotten into trouble, not necessarily because they are guilty of trying to do an
“Enron”around basic business ethics and/or accounting practices,
but because their marketers have somehow forgotten that the only way they can make a proﬁt is to sell more
products/services to more consumers. Instead, they think that marketing’s purpose is to make provocative ads
and to boost volume with rebates and snazzy promotions. The result, says Sergio Zyman (former chief marketing
ofﬁcer of The Coca-Cola Company) is that marketing has become ineffective at most companies and “therefore is
considered to be strictly a nonessential activity.”
In his 1999 bestseller, The End of Marketing as We Know It, he argues that because technology has created a
“consumer democracy,” mass advertising can no longer move the masses, retailing strategies can no longer force
people to buy, and “Plan B”—price promotions—cannot build long-term customer loyalty. Thus, marketing must
create value in the minds of consumers by building brands that deepen the consumer’s relationship with the
product/service. And, this can only occur if marketers realize that the discipline of marketing is more science
than art, and that it must be approached in a systematic, logical way that involves deﬁning a strategy that lies at
the core of everything the organization does, focusing on results, understanding that marketing is an investment
that should pay returns, creating demand, and selling everything the company can make.
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Enterprise Marketing Management is the“playbook” that takes Zyman’s work to the next level of detail and reveals how to implement the
principles and practices of this new science of marketing. It focuses on the use of information technology to close what the authors see as
the “gap between marketing and the rest of the enterprise that is at fault for stagnating sales, high customer attrition, poor return on CRM
and marketing investments, and overall poor ﬁnancial results.” Essentially, they are talking about putting information to work to sell more
and about helping marketers and the executives who employ them use marketing to make investments, not gambles, and to also effectively
determine the return on those investments. Thus, the work is not about reinventing marketing, but adapting it, and about knowing its basic
principles (which are shown to align perfectly with sound business practices) and applying them.
Sutton and Klein call this approach enterprise marketing management because they believe that marketing is too important not to be a part
of the processes of the entire enterprise and that marketers must understand how to use every resource, “not just the traditional levers of the
marketing mix” to increase their company’s sales and proﬁts. In addition, the model applies the traditional levers of marketing, segmentation,
and differentiation to develop a targeted market. And, management comes into play because the brand must be managed across every person,
throughout the organization, who interacts with the customer.
Understanding the importance of the brand is a key factor in this approach. The authors’ aim is to extend the lessons begun by Zyman that
marketing is more than creating an image—it is about activating that image in order to convince people to buy more, for more money, so that
the company can make more. Marketing’s job is to accomplish this by turning the brand into a “relationship” between the company and the
customer. ■

TopRight, LLC. Copyright 2009.
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READING SUGGESTIONS
Reading time: 12-14 hours, 236 Pages in Book
Sutton and Klein note that they have organized the book so that you

what he and Sutton and Klein mean when they say marketing is

can read it in its entirety in the order presented, or you can focus

a science not an art. Without Zyman’s detailed discussion of that

on individual chapters, according to your particular interests and

assertion, it may appear that Sutton and Klein are taking a stance

needs. Because each chapter includes at least one case study of

that is in direct opposition to the likes of Philip Kotler, who deﬁne

the theories introduced, we suggest that you at least read the case

marketing as an art and a science. They are not. In fact, you will

study (if you don’t plan to read the entire chapter). You will ﬁnd that

ﬁnd that taken together, The End of Marketing as We Know It and

these examples represent a range of industries and outcomes—for

Enterprise Marketing Management admirably demonstrate the

example: “K-Mart: A Brand That Lost Its Way—and Its Customers,”

practical realities of Kotler’s eminent guidance.

“American Express: Connecting Marketing to Sales to Drive Increased Card Acceptance,” “Nabisco: Building a Brand Experience

CONTENTS

Blueprint to Escape the Commodity Trap,” and “Toshiba: Integrating

PART I: RUN BRANDS AS BUSINESSES, NOT AS CAMPAIGNS

Marketing Science into CRM.” It is the kind of information that will

Chapter 1:

Marketing Is Not an Art—It Is a Science

help you gain concrete insights into how marketing should (or just

Chapter 2:

Architect Your Brand

as importantly, should not) work.

Chapter 3:

Plug Marketing Into the Enterprise

At the end of each chapter, you will also ﬁnd a set of guidelines to
try out according to your own marketing situation. We recommend
that before you decide not to read a chapter, check out these
guidelines ﬁrst. You may ﬁnd something that piques your interest
and demands that you examine that section more thoroughly.

PART 2: MANAGE YOUR BRAND, NOT YOUR CUSTOMER
Chapter 4:

Take Ownership of the Brand Experience

Chapter 5:

Plug Marketing Into CRM

Chapter 6:

Cross-Market to Cross-Sell

Chapter 7:

Use New Media for Brand Activation

PART 3: REINVENT YOUR BUSINESS, NOT JUST COMMUNICATIONS
Finally, because Enterprise Marketing Management is billed as a

Chapter 8:

Restructure Based on Brand Experience

companion to The End of Marketing as We Know It, and because

Chapter 9:

Measure Investment Performance

the advice offered is based on the guidelines espoused in the earlier

Chapter 10:

Optimize Marketing Investments to Drive

work, we insist that you read Zyman’s book ﬁrst, if you haven’t already. We believe that is especially critical to understand exactly
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Proﬁtable Sales
Conclusion:

A New Day for Marketing

